make Bra
Sock Pattern size 39-41 (UK 7-8)

PATTERN
This sock pattern is for size 39-41 (UK 7-8), but you can easily adjust the pattern size from the center lines.

Pattern parts: sole and upper+leg.

Seam allowances 6mm (1/4”) are included, except on cuff, where you can add the fold depending on the finishing method.

MODEL DETAILS

FABRIC
Use 4-way stretch fabric because it can extend in both directions – crosswise and longwise. The elasticity of the fabric has a huge impact on size. Set the most degree of stretch crosswise. It makes the sock easy to put on and comfortable to wear.

You need fabric for the sole 45x30cm and for the upper+leg 25x26cm

SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut the pieces on fold. To transfer the notches make a (very!) tiny snip with the point of your scissors.
2. Finish the cuff edge with Foe (fold over elastic) or make a fold you prefer and stitch in place with cover stitch.
3. Sew the center back seam of the leg with the serger (or with an overlock stitch of the regular sewing machine).
4. Set the sole and upper against each other, right sides facing. Align the notches by pins.
   Note, that sole stays looser then upper piece.
5. Sew the pieces together with the serger. Stretch the upper piece when sewing.
The sole forms a “cup” around the foot and gives the sock a good fit.
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